Families ripped by homicide pour out their pain at City Hall

"Unfortunately, everyone in this chamber is an authority on violence."

- Councilor Stephen Murphy

Stocks plunge, hopes wane

 Analysts predict a long stretch of little gain

- Boston Globe

Worry grows over meager Lawrence fire staffing

- By Andrew Blau

State OK's tool to detect prescription drug abuse

- By Mike W Higgins

Maternity leave quandary

- By Maggie Woollen
Dozens voice pain of losing kin to violence

A photo of a group of people is shown, with a caption that reads: "Dozens voice pain of losing kin to violence.

A young woman is shown, with a caption that reads: "Clinton highlights urgency of arms treaty.

Maternity leave in balance as companies weigh economic realities

A table is shown with data on maternity leave in various countries, with a caption that reads: "Maternity leave in balance as companies weigh economic realities."